HGS DigiTEXT Delivers Effortless,
Optimized Customer Experience
Is your business speaking the preferred language of your customers? HGS’s DigiTEXT augments
your traditional call center offerings with a solution that allows customers the ability to channel
pivot from phone (IVR) to text, chat to text, web to text, or email to text. As part of the HGS
Unified Customer Experience Strategy , DigiTEXT employs text analytics, automation,
and artificial intelligence (integrated with core CRM and other systems), which are all critical
components of HGS Digital Natural Assist (DNA). DigiTEXT drives learning and continuous
experience and resolution optimization (such as location and CRM integration for personalization).

®

This solution drives outcomes that are transformative. With our text solution, we can move your
higher-cost channel customers (such as phone) to a lower-cost channel such as text. Then, over
time, we can drive even more savings by automating the majority of your contact types.

DigiTEXT Delivers the Right Answer Fast
Automated or Live Agent-Assisted Text Support
Our Automated Text solution deflects phone volume to automated self-service
texting. DigiTEXT has intelligent routing, which means we can recognize who the
customer is, and why they are texting based on past interactions with the brand
and route the customer to the fastest resolution. Our Live Agent-Assisted Text
Customer Service allows conversational texting, for an easier and more flexible
way to connect with your brand. Additionally, our solution features the ability
to text enable existing 1-800 numbers or use short codes.

Automation, Text Analytics, and Integrated Virtual Assistance
An intelligent knowledge base supports DigiTEXT, to learn
and improve performance. Analytics provide insights into where
customers need the most support.

Amazing CX through Self-Service
Our DigiTEXT solution provides a responsive, seamless
experience when pivoting between channels and drives satisfaction
with asynchronous support, so customers can engage naturally,
at their own convenience.

Fast Deployment
Cloud-based solution is capital and asset light and can be designed,
launched, and integrated with your existing customer support page on
your website.

DigiTEXT is ideal for
companies that are
focused on:
• CX lift with proactive strategy
and solutions for customers
who are:
եե Digital savvy
եե Connected and on-the-go
եե Multitaskers
• Transformation to effectively
lower cost
• End-to-end solutions
comprising analytics,
automation, and intelligence

Automated Texting

SMS is a fraction of the
cost of a traditional
voice solution.
Automated Text Solution – Deflect phone volume

to automated self-service texting. Our drag-and-drop
platform allows you to see your automation as you build
it. Our solution has intelligent routing, which means we
can recognize who the customer is, and why they are
texting based on past interactions with the brand and
route the customer to the fastest resolution. There is
absolutely no coding required, no extra hardware to
buy, and no software to download.

According to Harris Poll,

64% of consumers
with texting capabilities
would prefer to use
texting over voice.

Using our foundation
of industry leading
technology, HGS works
with your organization to:

Live Agent-Assisted Text Support
Live Agent-Assisted
Text Customer Service

• Give customers an easier
and more flexible way to
connect with your brand.
• Let customers text your
800# to get their question
or issue resolved right
from their mobile device.

Channel Pivoting

• Automate top call drivers such
as, order status updates, bill pay
management, loyalty program
management, inventory back in
stock alerts, and store locator.
• Drive significant cost savings
and higher revenue using text
automation to place orders
24/7/365.
• Promote business continuity
and increase revenue
by preventing no shows
(appointment reminders),
warranty expiration reminders,
and fraud alerts.
• Drive higher NPS and CSAT.
• Lower customer effort.

Easy To Do Business With –

• Leverage your existing
investments.

Get the right answer fast, with a
responsive, seamless experience
when pivoting between channels.

2016 New Product
Innovation Award

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more competitive.
HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional voice contact center
services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement to platform-based, backoffice services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, and interaction expertise to
deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media, healthcare, insurance,
banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods industries, as well as the
public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering
localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of
the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of experience working with some of the
world’s most recognized brands.
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1-888-747-7911
marketing@teamhgs.com
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www.teamhgs.com
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